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Abstract. In [8] counting complexity classes #P R and #P C in the Blum-
Shub-Smale setting of computations over the real and complex numbers, re-
spectively, were introduced. One of the main results of [8] is that the problem
to compute the Euler characteristic of a semialgebraic set is complete in the
class FP
#P R
R . In this paper, we prove that the corresponding result is true
over C, namely that the computation of the Euler characteristic of an a±ne or
projective complex variety is complete in the class FP
#P C
C . We also obtain a
corresponding completeness result for the Turing model.
1 Introduction
This paper provides a natural extension of one of the main results in [8] namely,
that the computation of the modi¯ed1 Euler characteristic of a semialgebraic set is
complete in the counting class FP
#P R
R . A main goal of this paper is to prove a similar
¤Partially supported by DFG grant BU 1371.
yPartially supported by City University SRG grant 7001558.
1The modi¯ed Euler characteristic was introduced by Yao [36]. It is a minor variation of the
Euler characteristic, which has a desirable additivity property and coincides with the usual Euler
characteristic in many cases, e.g., for compact semialgebraic sets and complex algebraic varieties.
1result over C, i.e., that the computation of the Euler characteristic of an algebraic
variety (a±ne or projective) is complete in the class FP
#P C
C .
Here, we recall from [8], #P R denotes the class of functions from the space R1
of ¯nite sequences of real numbers into N [ f1g which, roughly speaking, count
the number of satisfying witnesses for an input of a problem in NPR. This class of
functions extends to the setting of computations over R the class #P introduced by
L. Valiant in his seminal papers [34, 35] where it was proved that the computation
of the permanent is #P-complete. The extension to R was done in [30] and the
extension to C (together with several completeness results over both R and C)
was carried out in [8]. Also, the complexity class FP
#P R
R consists of all functions
f : R1 ! R1, which can be computed in polynomial time using oracle calls to
functions in #P R. A similar de¯nition applies over C.
The Euler characteristic of Z, denoted by Â(Z), is one of the most basic invariants
in algebraic topology. It naturally occurs in many applications in other branches
of geometry. Remarkably, it can be characterized in several di®erent ways. For
instance, for spaces Z admitting a ¯nite triangulation, it is the alternate sum of
the number of i-simplices of the triangulation. In general, it is also the alternate
sum of the Betti numbers bi(Z) of Z, that is, of the ranks of the homology groups
Hi(Z;Z). Also, for manifolds Z, Â(Z) can be characterized as the alternate sum
over i of the number of critical points of index i of any Morse function f : Z ! R.
It is this last characterization, together with the elimination of generic quanti¯ers
via partial witness sequences, that lies at the heart of the proof of completeness
for the modi¯ed Euler characteristic given in [8]. Ultimately, this characterization
reduces the problem of computing Â(Z) to that of counting points satisfying a certain
property, and counting points is precisely what functions in #P R are able to do.
If Z is now a complex (a±ne or projective) variety and we want to compute
Â(Z) with machines over C, the use of Morse functions as described above is not
possible. This is due to the fact that machines over C can not compute signs or
recognize elements in R. Therefore, to extend the completeness result of [8] to
complex varieties requires yet another characterization of Â(Z), for Z a complex
variety, which would again reduce the computation of Â(Z) to counting points.
Such a characterization was recently found by P. Alu± [1]. A feature we want to
highlight in this paper is the replacement of Morse theory (and hence the reliance
on di®erential topology) by Alu±'s result (of a more algebraic-geometric nature).
To describe the main results in this paper, and to relate them with previous
work, consider the following problems.
Degree (Geometric degree) Given a ¯nite set of complex multivariate polynomi-
als, compute the geometric degree of its a±ne zero set.
EulerC (Euler characteristic of a±ne varieties) Given a ¯nite set of complex
multivariate polynomials, compute the Euler characteristic of its a±ne zero
set.
2ProjEulerC (Euler characteristic of projective varieties) Given a ¯nite set of
complex homogeneous polynomials, compute the Euler characteristic of its
projective zero set.
EulerR (Euler characteristic) Given a semialgebraic set as a union of basic semi-
algebraic sets, decide whether it is empty and if not, compute its modi¯ed
Euler characteristic.
The main results of [8] can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1.1 ([8]) The problem Degree is FP
#P C
C -complete and the problem
EulerR is FP
#P R
R -complete, both for Turing reductions. 2
The main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.2 Both problems EulerC and ProjEulerC are Gap¤
C-complete for
Turing reductions.
Here Gap¤
C is a class of functions C1 ! Z[f¡1;1g lying in between #P C and
FP
#P C
C . While complete problems in these two last classes are Turing equivalent (by
de¯nition), they are not equivalent for weaker reductions. One of the contributions
of this paper is the introduction of a new kind of reduction, weaker than the Turing
one but stronger than parsimonious, together with the classes #P¤
C and Gap¤
C, which
are closed under this new reduction.
If the polynomials de¯ning the variety Z are restricted to have integer coe±-
cients, the problem of computing Â(Z) can be considered in the Turing model of
computation. We denote by EulerZ
C and ProjEulerZ
C these restricted problems.
An easy consequence of Theorem 1.2 is the fact that these problems are complete
in the discrete class FPGCC. Here FP is the class of functions computed by Tur-
ing machines in polynomial time and GCC is a counting class of Boolean functions
introduced in [8].
We ¯nish this introduction by mentioning some issues related to the complexity
of implementations. In his paper, Alu± [1] presents an algorithm to compute the
Euler characteristic (and related quantities) and describes an actual implementation
by himself in Macaulay2. While the use of Macaulay2 allows for a quick implemen-
tation, this algorithm has the theoretical drawback to rely on the computation of
GrÄ obner bases. Algorithms based on GrÄ obner bases generally lead to bad complexity
estimates (doubly exponential in the number of variables), with a few exceptions,
where single exponential bounds have been established (e.g., the zero dimensional
case [12] and the homogeneous case [29]).
The reduction presented in x6 yields an algorithm for computing the Euler char-
acteristic with a running time that is essentially that of an algorithm counting the
number of points in a zero-dimensional variety. This latter problem is known to be
3in PSPACE (it is actually GCC-complete and GCC µ PSPACE [8]). This immediately
yields PSPACE bounds for the computation of Â(Z). In addition, the complete-
ness of EulerZ
C and ProjEulerZ
C in FPGCC ties any further improvement in the
complexity of computing Â(Z) to improvements on the upper bounds for GCC.
The paper is organized as follows: after a preliminary section recalling some
basic notions and facts from complexity theory and algebraic geometry, we give
in x3 a short introduction to the quantities whose computational complexity we
study. In particular, we recall there Alu±'s result relating the Euler characteristic
of a projective hypersurface with the projective degrees of its gradient map. In x4
we de¯ne generic parsimonious reductions and introduce the new complexity classes
#P¤
C and Gap¤
C. These new classes are used in x5, where the main results are proved.
Finally, we present in x6 corresponding completeness results in the Turing model,
along with structural results of \transfer type" relating #P C with the corresponding
counting complexity classes de¯ned over algebraically closed ¯elds of characteristic
zero as well as with its restrictions to binary inputs.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Machines and complexity classes
We denote by C1 the disjoint union C1 =
F
n¸0Cn, where for n ¸ 0, Cn is the
standard n-dimensional space over C. The space C1 is a natural one to represent
problem instances of arbitrarily high dimension. For x 2 Cn ½ C1, we call n the
size of x and we denote it by size(x). Contained in C1 is the set of bitstrings f0;1g1
de¯ned as the union of the sets f0;1gn, for n 2 N.
In this paper we will consider BSS-machines over C as they are de¯ned in [3, 4].
Roughly speaking, such a machine takes an input from C1, performs a number of
arithmetic operations and tests for zero following a ¯nite list of instructions, and
halts returning an element in C1 (or loops forever). If the only machine constants
occurring in a machine are 0 and 1 we say that the machine is constant-free. The
computation of a machine on an input x 2 C1 is well-de¯ned and notions such
as a function being computed by a machine or a subset of C1 being decided by a
machine easily follow.
We next introduce some central complexity classes.
De¯nition 2.1 A machine M over C is said to work in polynomial time when there
is a constant c 2 N such that for every input x 2 C1, M reaches its output node
after at most size(x)c steps. The class PC is then de¯ned as the set of all subsets of
C1 that can be accepted by a machine working in polynomial time and the class
FPC as the set of functions which can be computed in polynomial time.
42.2 A±ne and projective algebraic varieties
Algebraic geometry is the study of zero sets of polynomials (or of objects which
locally resemble these sets). We very brie°y recall some de¯nitions and facts from
algebraic geometry, which will be needed later on. For more exhaustive accounts,
standard textbooks on algebraic geometry are [18, 19, 32, 33].
An algebraic set (or a±ne algebraic variety) Z is de¯ned as the zero set
Z = Z(f1;:::;fr) := fx 2 Cn j f1(x) = 0;:::;fr(x) = 0g
of ¯nitely many polynomials f1;:::;fr 2 C[X1;:::;Xn]. The vanishing ideal I(Z)
of Z consists of all the polynomials vanishing on Z. If f1;:::;fr generate I(Z),
then the Zariski tangent space TxZ of Z at a point x 2 Z is de¯ned by TxZ =
Z(dxf1;:::;dxfr), where the di®erential dxf : Cn ! C of f at x is the linear function
dxf =
Pn
j=1 @Xjf(x)Xj. The point x 2 Z is called a smooth point of Z when the
dimension of TxZ equals the local dimension of Z at x. Otherwise, x is called a
singular point of Z.
The algebraic subsets of Cn are the closed sets of a topology in Cn, which is
known as Zariski topology. Note that nonempty open sets in this topology are dense
in Cn. Locally closed sets in the Zariski topology are called basic quasialgebraic.
They can be described by a system f1 = ::: = fr = 0;g 6= 0. Finite unions of basic
quasialgebraic are called quasialgebraic.
A usual compacti¯cation of the space Cn consists of embedding Cn into Pn =
Pn(C), the projective space of dimension n over C. Recall, this is the set of complex
lines through the origin in Cn+1 and Cn ,! Pn maps a point x 2 Cn to the only
line in Cn+1 passing through the origin and through (1;x). The notion of a±ne
algebraic variety extends to that of projective variety by replacing polynomials by
homogeneous polynomials in C[X0;X1;:::;Xn], for which elements of Pn are natural
zeros. The embedding Cn ,! Pn extends to the algebraic subsets of Cn by de¯ning,
for any such set Z, its projective closure Z as the smallest projective variety in
Pn containing Z. It is customary to denote, for a point (x0;:::;xn) 2 Cn+1, by
(x0: ¢¢¢ : xn) the corresponding point in Pn. We also note that the local notions of
tangent space and smoothness extend to the projective setting in a straightforward
way.
An important example of projective varieties are the Grassmannians. For 0 ·
k · n the Grassmannian G(k;n) is the set of all k+1-dimensional vector subspaces
of Cn+1. The simplest example is G(0;n) which is isomorphic to Pn. In general,
G(k;n) µ P(
n+1
k+1)¡1 is an irreducible projective variety of dimension dimG(k;n) =
(k+1)(n¡k), see [18]. Elements in G(k;n) are in bijective correspondence with sub-
spaces Pk µ Pn. We will often write Ln¡k for an element in G(k;n), the superscript
emphasizing the codimension.
We will also consider varieties in products of projective spaces. It is a nontrivial
fact that Pn £ Pn has the structure of a projective variety. This follows from the
5existence of an injective map (Segre embedding) Pn £Pn ,! Pn(n+2) whose image is
a projective variety.
We will consider algebraic varieties as input data for machines over C. We
think of a variety Z as encoded by a family of polynomials of which Z is the zero
set. Also, we have to de¯ne how polynomials themselves are encoded as vectors of
complex numbers. For simplicity we will assume that this is done using the dense
encoding: a complex polynomial of degree d in n variables is given by the list of
its
¡n+d
d
¢
coe±cients. When working in the Turing model and dealing with integer
polynomials, we will assume that the coe±cients are given by a bit vector. We
remark, however, that our results have little dependence on the choice of encoding
and that they also hold for the so called sparse encoding, or even the straight-line
program encoding, cf. [8, Remark 9.1].
2.3 Counting Complexity Classes
We now recall the de¯nition of counting classes over C in [8]. This de¯nition follows
the lines used in discrete complexity theory to de¯ne #P.
De¯nition 2.2 We say that a function ': C1 ! N[f1g belongs to the class #P C
when there exists a polynomial time machine M and a polynomial p such that, for
all x 2 Cn,
'(x) = jfy 2 Cp(n) j M accepts (x;y)gj:
The complexity class FP
#P C
C consists of all functions ': C1 ! C1, which can be
computed in polynomial time using oracle calls to functions in #P C.
The power of counting can be located between known complexity classes. Recall
that NP C is the class of sets decidable in nondeterministic polynomial time over C [4]
and that FPARC denotes the class of functions computable in parallel polynomial
time such that size(f(x)) = (size(x))O(1) for every x 2 C1 [3, x18].
Proposition 2.3 ([8]) We have FP
NP C
C µ FP
#P C
C µ FPARC. 2
We next de¯ne notions of reduction and completeness appropriate for counting
classes.
De¯nition 2.4 1. Let ';Ã: C1 ! N [ f1g. We say that ¼: C1 ! C1 is a
parsimonious reduction from ' to Ã when ¼ can be computed in polynomial
time and, for all x 2 C1, '(x) = Ã(¼(x)). If such a reduction exists we write
' ¹ Ã.
2. We say that ' Turing reduces to Ã, and we write ' ¹T Ã, when there exists
an oracle machine which, with oracle Ã, computes ' in polynomial time.
63. Let C be any of #P C, or FP
#P C
C . We say that a function Ã is hard for C when,
for every ' 2 C, there is a parsimonious reduction from ' to Ã. We say that
Ã is C-complete when, in addition, Ã 2 C.
4. The notions of Turing-hardness or Turing-completeness are de¯ned similarly.
We remark that #P C is closed under parsimonious reductions, that is, ' ¹ Ã
and Ã 2 #P C implies ' 2 #P C.
The following counting problems are the basic complete problems in #P C.
#HNC (Algebraic point counting) Given a ¯nite set of complex multivariate poly-
nomials, count the number of complex common zeros, returning 1 if this
number is not ¯nite.
#QASC (Quasialgebraic point counting) Given a quasialgebraic set S µ Cn count
the number of points in S, returning 1 if this number is not ¯nite.
Theorem 2.5 ([8]) The problems #HNC and #QASC are #P C-complete with re-
spect to parsimonious reductions. 2
3 Projective degrees and Euler characteristic
In this section we give a short introduction to the quantities whose computational
complexity we shall study. Two of these quantities are the degree of the embedding of
a projective variety and the projective degrees of a rational map; these are commonly
occurring invariants in algebraic geometry. Another is the Euler characteristic, one
of the most fundamental invariants in algebraic topology.
As it turns out, these quantities are more closely related than it may appear
at ¯rst sight. On the one hand, the algebraic-geometric degree of an embedding
can be characterized topologically. On the other hand, in many cases (smooth
hypersurfaces, complete intersections) there are formulas for the Euler characteristic
in terms of degrees. For not necessarily smooth hypersurfaces, a formula for the
Euler characteristic in terms of the projective degrees of the rational morphism
associated to the gradient of the de¯ning polynomial follows from a formula due to
Alu± [1].
It is this relationship between degrees and Euler characteristic that we will ex-
ploit in order to relate the computational complexity of these problems.
3.1 Degree and projective degrees
We start by de¯ning the notion of degree of an algebraic variety embedded in pro-
jective space Pn. Recall that a variety is called irreducible if it cannot be written
as the union of two proper subvarieties. It is well known that every variety Z can
7be written as a non-redundant ¯nite union of irreducible varieties. The latter are
called the irreducible components of Z.
A notion that will be used all along this paper (and which is at the heart of the
de¯nition of degree) is that of a property holding \for almost all" points (or for a
generic point) in an irreducible variety Z. By this we mean that the set of points
in Z satisfying the given property contains a nonempty open (and thus dense) set
in the Zariski topology. In most of the cases, we will use this notion with Z being
either a Grassmannian or a product of Grassmannians.
De¯nition 3.1 (i) The degree degZ of an irreducible projective variety Z µ Pn
is the number of intersection points of Z with a generic linear subspace L µ Pn
of complementary dimension.
(ii) The degree degZ of a reducible projective variety Z µ Pn is the sum of the
degrees of all irreducible components of maximal dimension.
A similar de¯nition applies to the a±ne case (see, e.g., [8]). This is a well-de¯ned
notion, as shown in any standard text on algebraic geometry [18, 19, 32, 33].
Remark 3.2 The degree as de¯ned above is sometimes called geometric degree in
contrast with the so called cumulative degree which is the sum of the degrees of
all the irreducible components of Z. While the former is of more common use in
algebraic geometry, the latter has been extensively used in algebraic complexity,
see [7].
An extension of the notion of degree of a projective variety is the sequence of
projective degrees of a rational morphism. We next brie°y explain how this is
de¯ned.
Let f0;:::;fn 2 C[X0;:::;Xn] be homogeneous nonzero polynomials of the same
degree d and let § := ZPn(f0;:::;fn) denote their projective zero set. Then these
polynomials de¯ne a regular morphism
': U ! Pn; (x0 : ¢¢¢ : xn) 7! (f0(x) : ¢¢¢ : fn(x))
on the domain of de¯nition U := Pn n §, which is open and dense in the Zariski
topology. We will call such ' a rational morphism and sometimes write shortly
': Pn 99K Pn. Let ¡U µ Pn £Pn denote the graph of ' and let ¡ denote the closure
of ¡U in the Zariski topology. It is easy to see that ¡ = ¡U [ ¡§, where ¡§ is the
inverse image of § under the projection ¼1: ¡ ! Pn onto the ¯rst factor. Note that
dim¡§ < n = dim¡.
Consider Li 2 G(n ¡ i;n) and Ln¡i 2 G(i;n) in the Grassmannians. Since
dim¡ = n, the intersection ¡ \ (Li £ Ln¡i) is ¯nite for generic (Li;Ln¡i). We may
wonder under which conditions the number of points in this intersection does not
depend on (Li;Ln¡i). The next proposition gives an answer and leads to the concept
of projective degrees. To state this proposition, we have to give a de¯nition ¯rst.
8De¯nition 3.3 Let Z µ M be a subvariety of a smooth variety M, L µ M be a
smooth subvariety and p 2 Z \ L. We say that Z is transverse to L at p, and we
write Z tp L, when Z is smooth at p and TpZ ©TpL = TpM, where Tp denotes the
tangent space at a point p. We say that Z is transverse to L, and we write Z t L,
when Z tp L for all p 2 Z \ L.
The following result should be well known. For lack of a suitable reference, we
provide a proof in the Appendix.
Proposition 3.4 Let ': Pn 99K Pn be a rational morphism de¯ned on U and let ¡
be the closure of the graph of '.
(i) For 0 · i < n there exists a nonnegative integer di such that, if
¡U t (Li £ Ln¡i) and ¡§ \ (Li £ Ln¡i) = ;
then
j¡U \ (Li £ Ln¡i)j = jLi \ '¡1(Ln¡i)j = di:
(ii) The above conditions are satis¯ed for generic (Li;Ln¡i) 2 G(n¡i;n)£G(i;n).
De¯nition 3.5 We call the integers d0;:::;dn¡1 the projective degrees of the ratio-
nal morphism ' (compare [18, Chapter 19]).
Example 1 Consider f0 = X1X2, f1 = X0X2, f2 = X0X1 in the case n = 2. Then
§ = ZP2(f0;f1;f2) = f(1 : 0 : 0);(0 : 1 : 0);(0 : 0 : 1)g. It is easy to see that d1 = 2.
We claim that d0 = 1. Indeed, take L2 = ZP2(a0Y0+a1Y1+a2Y2;b0Y0+b1Y1+b2Y2)
and note that
'¡1(L2) = ZP2(a0=X0 + a1=X1 + a2=X2;b0=X0 + b1=X1 + b2=X2; X0X1X2 6= 0)
consists of exactly one point in P2 for generic coe±cients ai;bi.
In general, if the image of ': Pn 99K Pn is dense, then d0 is the cardinality of
the generic ¯bre of '.
The following proposition is just stated for illustrating the notion of projective
degrees and will not be needed in the rest of this paper.
Proposition 3.6 Let f0;:::;fn 2 C[X0;:::;Xn] be homogeneous nonzero polyno-
mials of the same degree d and let r be the codimension of § := ZPn(f0;:::;fn)
in Pn. Then the projective degrees di of the corresponding rational map ' satisfy
dn¡i = di for 1 · i < r and dn¡r = dr ¡ deg(§).
9Proof. For a generic Lr we may write '¡1(Lr) = ZPn(g1;:::;gr) n §, where
g1;:::;gr form a generic linear combination of f0;:::;fn. It is well known [28] that
(g1;:::;gr) is a regular sequence. Let C1;:::;Cs be the irreducible components
of Z := ZPn(g1;:::;gr). Then all Cj have codimension r and we have degZ = Ps
j=1 degCj = dr, see [19]. Suppose that C1;:::;Ck are the irreducible components
of Z that are contained in §. Then these are the irreducible components of §
of maximal dimension and hence deg§ =
Pk
j=1 degCj. Therefore, we obtain for
generic Ln¡r,
dn¡r = jLn¡r \ '¡1(Lr)j = jLn¡r \ (Z n §)j =
r X
j=k+1
degCj = dr ¡ deg§:
The proof that dn¡i = di for i < r is similar. 2
3.2 Euler characteristic
The Euler characteristic is one of the oldest and most important topological in-
variants. There are many ways to characterize it; some are very general, others
assume restrictions on the topological space Z. The most intuitive one is perhaps
using a ¯nite triangulation. In this situation, which requires Z to be ¯nitely tri-
angulable (and therefore, compact), the Euler characteristic is the alternating sum
Â(Z) =
Pd
i=0(¡1)iNi, where Ni denotes the number of i-simplices in the triangula-
tion and d is the dimension of Z. It is a fundamental fact that this de¯nition does
not depend on the particular triangulation chosen. As an example, for the tetrahe-
dron T, we have Â(T) = 4 ¡ 6 + 4 = 2, and therefore for the 2-sphere Â(S2) = 2.
More generally, for the n-sphere Sn we have Â(Sn) = 1 + (¡1)n.
For possibly more general topological spaces, we de¯ne the Euler characteristic
via singular homology. We next brie°y describe how. Good general references for
this material are [5] and [20].
To a topological space Z one can associate the singular homology groups Hi(Z)
with coe±cients in Z. These are abelian groups that are homotopy invariant, mean-
ing that if Z is homotopy equivalent to Z0, then Hi(Z) » = Hi(Z0) for all i 2 N. If Z
is ¯nite dimensional then Hi(Z) = 0 for all i > dimZ.
De¯nition 3.7 The Euler characteristic Â(Z) of a topological space Z is de¯ned
as the alternating sum Â(Z) =
P
k2N(¡1)k rankHk(Z), provided this sum is ¯nite.
If Z µ Pn is an k-dimensional complex algebraic variety, then it can be seen as
a 2k-dimensional real algebraic variety and therefore Hj(Z) = 0 for j > 2k.
In [8], the complexity to compute the modi¯ed Euler characteristic Â¤(S) of
a semialgebraic set S was studied. The latter is a minor variation of the Euler
characteristic, which is additive with respect to disjoint unions and coincides with
the usual Euler characteristic for compact semialgebraic sets.
10The following proposition expresses that for complex quasialgebraic sets, the
modi¯ed Euler characteristic coincides with the Euler characteristic. A proof can
be found in [15, Exercise x4.5, p. 95 and Notes x4.13, p. 141].
Proposition 3.8 If Z =
FN
i=1 Zi is a disjoint union of complex quasialgebraic sets,
then Â¤(Z) =
PN
i=1 Â¤(Z). 2
The Euler characteristic satis¯es the following principle of inclusion and exclu-
sion. (Note that, compared with the usual application of this principle, the roles of
[ and \ are interchanged.)
Lemma 3.9 Let Z1;:::;Zr be complex quasialgebraic sets. Write ZI := [i2IZi for
an index set I µ [r]. Then we have
Â(Z1 \ ¢¢¢ \ Zr) =
X
;6=Iµ[r]
(¡1)jIj¡1Â(ZI):
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 3.8 and [8, Corollary 6.4] by passing
over to the complement. 2
3.3 Expressing the Euler characteristic by degrees
Let Z = Z(f) ½ Pn be a smooth, irreducible hypersurface. Then, a known for-
mula [13, x5] expresses the Euler characteristic in terms of the degree d of Z:
Â(Z) =
1
d
((1 ¡ d)n+1 ¡ 1) + n + 1: (1)
Example 2 (i) Taking Pn = Z(X0) ½ Pn+1 we get Â(Pn) = n + 1.
(ii) For a smooth planar curve Z ½ P2 of degree d, Equation (1) implies the well-
known formula Â(Z) = 1
d((1 ¡ d)3 ¡ 1) + 3 = d(3 ¡ d) = 2(1 ¡ g(Z)), where
g(Z) is the arithmetic genus of Z, cf. [19]
A generalization of Equation (1) to the case of possibly singular hypersurfaces
follows from a formula of Alu± [1] for Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson classes for ar-
bitrary hypersurfaces.
Theorem 3.10 (Alu± [1]) Let f 2 C[X0;:::;Xn] be homogeneous and noncon-
stant. The Euler characteristic of the projective hypersurface Z = Z(f) is given
by
Â(Z) = n +
n X
i=1
(¡1)i¡1dn¡i;
11where d0;:::;dn¡1 are the projective degrees of the gradient morphism
Pn n § ! Pn; x = (x0: ¢¢¢ : xn) 7! (@0f(x): ¢¢¢ : @nf(x))
and § := Z(@0f;:::;@nf). 2
Example 3 (i) Consider the factorization of f =
Qs
i=1(®iX0 + ¯iX1)ei. Then
Z(f) µ P1 consists of exactly s points. Theorem 3.10 says Â(Z(f)) = 1 + d0.
On the other hand, a straightforward calculation shows that indeed d0 = s¡1.
(This example illustrates that Theorem 3.10 works for reducible f.)
(ii) Proposition 3.6 implies that dn¡i = (d ¡ 1)i for 1 · i < codimPn§. In the
special case of a smooth irreducible hypersurface we have § = ; and therefore
dn¡i = (d¡1)i for 1 · i · n. Plugging this into the formula in Theorem 3.10,
we retrieve Equation (1).
(iii) Consider f = X0X1X2 with zero set Z in P2. Note that Z is a singular
hypersurface. In Example 1 we showed that d0 = 1;d1 = 2. Theorem 3.10
therefore gives Â(Z) = 2 + d1 ¡ d0 = 3. This can be easily veri¯ed using the
principle of inclusion and exclusion: put Vi := Z(Xi) ' P1. Then, for i < j,
each Vi \ Vj consists of one point only and
Â(Z) = Â(V0) + Â(V1) + Â(V2) ¡ Â(V0 \ V1) ¡ Â(V0 \ V2) ¡ Â(V1 \ V2) = 3:
(iv) One can generalize the last example by considering the zero set Z ½ Pn of f =
X0X1 ¢¢¢Xn. Note that the hypersurface Z is highly non-smooth. Its singular
locus § = [i<jZPn(Xi;Xj) is a subspace arrangement with an interesting
combinatorial structure. The projective degrees of Z thus contain information
about § which does not follow from degZ. It is an instructive exercise to
prove that di =
¡n
i
¢
for 0 · i < n and to check the formula in Theorem 3.10.
To compute Â(Z), note that C¤ := Cnf0g is homotopy equivalent to the circle
S1 and (C¤)n ! Pn n Z, (x1;:::;xn) 7! (1: x1: ¢¢¢ : xn) is an isomorphism,
hence Â(Z) = Â(Pn) ¡ Â((C¤))n = n + 1 since Â(S1) = 0.
3.4 Degree and homology
For readers familiar with algebraic topology we outline a characterization of the
concepts of degree and projective degree in terms of homology. Details can be found
in [18]. The contents of this subsection will not be used in the rest of this paper.
Recall ¯rst that for 0 · k · n, the even homology groups H2k(Pn) of the pro-
jective space Pn are isomorphic to Z and generated by the class [Ln¡k] of subspaces
Ln¡k 2 G(k;n).
For any irreducible, k-dimensional, projective variety Z, the top homology class
H2k(Z) is isomorphic to Z and generated by the so called fundamental class ¹Z of Z.
12Assume that Z is embedded in Pn via i: Z ! Pn. We denote by [Z] the image of
the fundamental class ¹Z under the push-forward i¤: H2k(Z) ! H2k(Pn). Then the
degree of Z in Pn can be characterized as the uniquely determined integer d such
that [Z] = d[Ln¡k].
The projective degrees can be characterized similarly. From KÄ unneth's for-
mula [5, VI.1] it follows that H2n(Pn £ Pn) is torsion-free and generated by the
classes [Ln¡i £ Li]. Let ': Pn 99K Pn be a rational map with closed graph ¡. The
inclusion i: ¡ ,! Pn £ Pn gives rise to a presentation i¤(¹¡) =
Pn
i=0 di[Ln¡i £ Li]
and it turns out that d0;:::;dn¡1 are the projective degrees of '.
The preceding discussion can also be made in the context of algebraic geometry,
using divisors and Chow groups instead of homology, see [16].
4 Generic quanti¯ers and generic reductions
4.1 Generic quanti¯ers and partial witness sequences
Several completeness results in the BSS-model rely on Koiran's method [23, 25, 26]
to eliminate generic quanti¯ers in parametrized formulas. Our main results will rely
on these ideas as well. Thus, in the following, we recall this method as well as its
extension developed in [8].
We denote by FR the set of ¯rst order formulas over the language of the theory
of ordered ¯elds with constant symbols for real numbers, and by F0
R the subset of
FR consisting of the formulas with constant symbols for 0 and 1 only.
De¯nition 4.1 Let F 2 FR have free variables a1;:::;ak. We say that F is Zariski-
generically true if the set of values a 2 Rk not satisfying F(a) has dimension strictly
less than k. We express this fact by writing 8¤aF(a) using the generic universal
quanti¯er 8¤.
The following lemma is easy to prove. Note that part (b) of it shows that
8¤aF(a) can be expressed by a ¯rst order formula.
Lemma 4.2 Let F 2 FR have k free variables and coe±cient ¯eld K, i.e., K is
the ¯eld generated by the coe±cients of all the polynomials occuring in F. Then
8¤aF(a) is equivalent to each of the following statements:
(a) fa 2 Rk j F(a)g is dense in Rk with respect to the Euclidean topology,
(b) 8² 2 R 8a 2 Rk 9a0 2 Rk ¡
² > 0 ) F(a0) ^ ka ¡ a0k < ²
¢
,
(c) 8a 2 Rk¡
a1;:::;ak algebraically independent over K =) F(a)
¢
.
Remark 4.3 Let F;G 2 FR with free variables a1;:::;ak. Then (8¤aF(a)) ^
(8¤aG(a)) is equivalent to 8¤a(F(a) ^ G(a)).
13In the sequel, [m] denotes the set f1;:::;mg.
De¯nition 4.4 Let F(u;a) 2 FR with free variables u 2 R2m and a 2 Rk. A
sequence ® = (®(1);:::;®(4m+1)) of points in Rk is called a partial witness sequence
for F if
8u 2 R2m
³¡
8¤a 2 Rk F(u;a)
¢
=) jfi 2 [4m + 1] j F(u;®(i))gj > 2m
´
:
Partial witness sequences were introduced in [8] for proving, among other things,
the completeness of Degree. They are an extension of the notion of witness se-
quence introduced in [23]. The next result, Theorem 4.6 below, summarizes the
main property of partial witness sequences we will need in this paper. It is an
immediate consequence of [8, Theorem 4.9 and Remark 4.10].
De¯nition 4.5 Let R µ C1 £ C1. We say that R is de¯nable by short enough
formulas when there exists a polynomial p such that, for all m 2 N,
(i) 8u 2 Cm 8a 2 C1 (R(u;a) ) size(a) · p(m)),
(ii) the predicate (u;a) 2 R\(Cm£Cp(m)) can be expressed by a formula Fm(u;a)
in the language F0
R that has mO(1) bounded variables, a bounded number of
quanti¯er blocks, and 2mO(1)
atomic predicates containing integer polynomials
with degree and bit size at most 2mO(1)
.
We say that the polynomial p and the family fFm(u;a)gm2N are associated to R.
Note that the de¯nition above requires the formula Fm(u;a) to be in the language
F0
R of the theory of ordered ¯elds and not in the language F0
C of the theory of ¯elds.
The points u 2 Cm and a 2 Cp(m) are represented by points in R2m and R2p(m) in
the obvious way.
Theorem 4.6 Let R µ C1 £C1 be a relation de¯nable by short enough formulas
with associated p and fFm(u;a)gm2N. Then there is a constant-free machine over C
which computes upon input m 2 N a partial witness sequence ®m for Fm(u;a) in
time polynomial in m. 2
Remark 4.7 The partial witness sequence ®m constructed in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.6 is a sequence of integers obtained by repeated squaring (cf. [8, Theorem 4.9
and Remark 4.10]). Since some components of ®m have bit-size exponential in m,
it follows that the computation of ®m is not possible in time polynomial in m in
the classical setting of Turing machines. It follows, however, from the examination
of the proof, that a system of equations ©m(y;®) with integer coe±cients can be
obtained by a Turing machine in time polynomial in m such that there exists a
unique solution (y;®) of ©m(y;®) and ® = ®m.
144.2 Generic parsimonious reductions
We de¯ne generic parsimonious reductions, which extend the notion of parsimonious
reductions. Hereby, we con¯ne ourselves to the situation over C, but we remark
that a corresponding reduction can also be introduced over R. This would lead to
conceptual simpli¯cations in some of the proofs of [8].
De¯nition 4.8 Let ';Ã: C1 ! Z [ f¡1;1g. A generic parsimonious reduction
from ' to Ã consists of a pair (¼;R) where ¼: C1 £ C1 ! C1 is computable
in polynomial time by a constant-free machine, and R µ C1 £ C1 is a relation
de¯nable by short enough formulas such that, for all m 2 N, the following (where
Fm(u;a) and p are associated to R) holds:
(i) 8u 2 Cm 8a 2 Cp(m) (Fm(u;a) ) '(u) = Ã(¼(u;a)),
(ii) 8u 2 Cm 8¤a 2 Cp(m) Fm(u;a),
We write ' ¹¤ Ã if there is a generic parsimonious reduction from ' to Ã.
Lemma 4.9 The generic parsimonious reduction ¹¤ is transitive.
Proof. Assume that ' ¹¤ Ã via the reduction given by (¼;R) and Ã ¹¤ Â via
the reduction given by (½;S). De¯ne the function ¾ by ¾(u;a;b) := ½(¼(u;a);b) and
the relation T by setting T(u;a;b) ´ R(u;a) ^ S(¼(u;a);b). We claim that (¾;T)
provides a generic parsimonious reduction ' ¹¤ Â.
We ¯rst show that T is de¯nable by short enough formulas. Let p and q be the
polynomials associated to R and S, respectively, and r be a polynomial such that
¼(u;a) 2 Cr(m) for u 2 Cm;a 2 Cp(m). Condition (i) of De¯nition 4.5 trivially holds
for the polynomial s(m) := p(m)+q(r(m)). Moreover, it is straightforward to check
that T can be expressed by a ¯rst order formula of the required size (use that ¼
restricted to Cm+p(m) is a piecewise rational function with at most 2mO(1)
pieces,
which can be described on each piece by a quotient of integer polynomials of degree
and bit size at most 2mO(1)
). This yields condition (ii) of De¯nition 4.5.
We verify now the conditions in De¯nition 4.8. We have
8u 2 Cm 8a 2 Cp(m) 8b 2 Cq(r(m)) ¡
T(u;a;b) ) '(u) = Â(¾(u;a;b))
¢
;
which gives condition (i) in De¯nition 4.8. Finally, we have
¡
8u 2 Cm 8¤a 2 Cp(m) R(u;a)
¢
^
¡
8u 2 Cm 8a 2 Cp(m) 8¤b 2 Cq(r(m)) S(¼(u;a);b)
¢
;
which is equivalent to (cf. Remark 4.3)
8u 2 Cm 8¤a 2 Cp(m) 8¤b 2 Cq(r(m)) T(u;a;b);
which provides condition (ii) of De¯nition 4.8. 2
Our next goal is the proof of the following crucial result.
15Theorem 4.10 Let ';Ã: C1 ! Z [ f¡1;1g. If ' ¹¤ Ã, then ' Turing reduces
to Ã.
Proof. Let (¼;R) provide a generic parsimonious reduction from ' to Ã and
let p and Fm(u;a) be associated to R.
By Theorem 4.6, a partial witness sequence ®m for Fm(u;a) can be computed
by a machine over C in time polynomial in m. Hence the following algorithm can
be implemented as a polynomial time oracle Turing machine over C.
input u 2 Cm
compute a partial witness sequence ®m = (®
(1)
m ;:::;®
(4m+1)
m ) for Fm(u;a)
for i = 1 to 4m + 1 do
compute ¼(u;®
(i)
m )
get Ni := Ã(¼(u;®
(i)
m )) by an oracle call to Ã
compute the majority N of the numbers N1;:::;N4m+1
return N
We now show that this algorithm indeed outputs '(u) on input u 2 Cm. Con-
dition (ii) of De¯nition 4.8 states that 8¤a 2 Cp(m) Fm(u;a). Hence, since ®m is a
partial witness sequence, Fm(u;®
(i)
m ) holds for the majority of the indices i 2 [4m+1].
On the other hand, by Condition (i) of De¯nition 4.8, we have, for all i 2 [4m + 1],
Fm(u;®(i)
m ) ) '(u) = Ã(¼(u;®(i)
m )):
Therefore, we have '(u) = Ã(¼(u;®(i))) for the majority of the indices i 2 [4m+1]
as claimed. 2
4.3 Two generic counting complexity classes
In what follows we extend our de¯nition of the class #P C to create new classes in
between #P C and FP
#P C
C which capture enough functions and yet retain a basic
feature of #P C (see Lemma 4.13 below). Part of the motivation comes from the
class GapP, which is studied in classical complexity theory, see [14].
We extend the addition of integers to a partial map
(Z [ f¡1;1g) £ (Z [ f¡1;1g) 99K Z [ f¡1;1g; (a;b) 7! a + b;
which is unde¯ned on the pairs (1;¡1) and (¡1;1), but de¯ned on all other
pairs (a;b) in the usual, intuitive way. The sum '+Ã of two functions ';Ã: C1 !
Z[f¡1;1g is said to be de¯ned i® '(x)+Ã(x) is de¯ned for all x 2 C1. Similarly,
we extend the subtraction of integers to a partial map, leaving the expressions 1¡1
and (¡1) ¡ (¡1) unde¯ned.
16De¯nition 4.11 (i) The class GapC consists of all functions °: C1 ! Z[f¡1;1g
of the form ° = ' ¡ Ã for ';Ã 2 #P C, whenever this di®erence is de¯ned.
(ii) The class #P¤
C consists of all functions ': C1 ! N[f1g such that there exists
Ã 2 #P C with ' ¹¤ Ã.
(iii) The class Gap¤
C consists of all functions ': C1 ! Z [ f¡1;1g such that
there exists Ã 2 GapC with ' ¹¤ Ã.
The following lemma lists some basic properties of these classes.
Lemma 4.12 (i) The class GapC is closed under parsimonious reductions.
(ii) The sum and the di®erence of two functions in GapC, if de¯ned, is in GapC.
(iii) Both classes #P¤
C and Gap¤
C are closed under generic parsimonious reductions.
(iv) The sum and the di®erence of two functions in Gap¤
C, if de¯ned, is in Gap¤
C.
(v) We have the inclusions #P C µ #P¤
C and #P C µ GapC µ Gap¤
C µ FP
#P C
C .
(vi) If ' is #P C-complete with respect to parsimonious reductions, then ' is #P¤
C-
complete with respect to generic parsimonious reductions.
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from the de¯nition and the fact that #P C
is closed under parsimonious reductions.
(ii) Let ';Ã 2 #P C and let M';MÃ and p;q be the polynomial time machines
and polynomial bounds in De¯nition 2.2. Then, for all u 2 Cm,
(' + Ã)(u) =
¯
¯f(b;y;z) 2 C1+p(m)+q(m) j (b = 0 ^ y = 0 ^ MÃ accepts (u;z))
_ (b = 1 ^ z = 0 ^ M' accepts (u;y))g
¯ ¯:
This shows that '+Ã 2 #P C and therefore, #P C is closed under taking sums. It is
now straightforward to verify that also GapC is closed under sums and di®erences,
provided these are de¯ned.
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of the de¯nition and Lemma 4.9.
(iv) We just prove the claim for the addition of functions. For the di®erence one
can argue similarly.
Let ';Ã 2 Gap¤
C and Â1;Â2 2 GapC such that ' ¹¤ Â1 and Ã ¹¤ Â2 with respect
to the generic parsimonious reductions given by (¼;R) and (½;S), respectively. Let
p;q be the polynomials associated to R and S and Fn and Gn their associated
formulas. Then, for all u 2 Cm
8a 2 Cp(m) (Fm(u;a) ) '(u) = Â1(¼(u;a));
8b 2 Cq(m) (Gm(u;b) ) Ã(u) = Â2(½(u;b)):
17Moreover, 8¤a 2 Cp(m) Fm(u;a) and 8¤b 2 Cq(m) Gm(u;b). By part (ii), the func-
tion Â de¯ned by Â(u;v) := Â1(u) + Â2(v) is in GapC. If we de¯ne the polynomial
time function ¾ by ¾(u;a;b) := (¼(u;a);½(u;b)), then we have for all u 2 Cm
8a 2 Cp(m) 8b 2 Cq(m)(Fm(u;a) ^ Gm(u;b) ) '(u) + Ã(u) = Â(¾(u;a;b)):
Moreover, 8¤a 2 Cp(m) 8¤b 2 Cq(m) Fm(u;a) ^ Gm(u;b). This shows the asser-
tion (iv).
(v) This follows from Theorem 4.10.
(vi) This follows from Lemma 4.9. 2
The main feature of Gap¤
C is that [8, Lemma 3.9] can be extended from #P C to
this class.
Lemma 4.13 Let ': C1 £ f0;1g1 ! N be a function in Gap¤
C and q be a poly-
nomial. De¯ne the function e ': C1 ! N by setting for u 2 Cm
e '(u) =
X
y2f0;1gq(m)
'(u;y)
Then e ' belongs to Gap¤
C. A similar statement holds for #P¤
C.
Proof. We ¯rst note that [8, Lemma 3.9] contains an analogous statement for
functions in the class #P C. From this, the corresponding statement immediately
follows for functions in the class GapC.
Let now ' 2 Gap¤
C and Ã 2 GapC such that ' ¹¤ Ã via the reduction given by
(¼;R). Let p be the polynomial associated to R. Then, for all m 2 N,
8u 2 Cm 8y 2 f0;1gq(m) 8a 2 Cp(m+q(m))
µ
R(u;y;a) ) '(u;y) = Ã(¼(u;y;a))
¶
and 8u 2 Cm 8y 2 f0;1gq(m) 8¤a 2 Cp(m+q(m)) R(u;y;a). The above formula
implies
8u 2 Cm 8a 2 Cp(m+q(m))
µ ^
y2f0;1gq(m)
R(u;y;a) ) e '(u) = e Ã(u;a)
¶
;
where the function e Ã is de¯ned by e Ã(u;a) =
P
y2f0;1gq(m) Ã(¼(u;y;a)). It is now
easy to see that e ' ¹¤ e Ã. On the other hand, the map
C1 £ f0;1g1 £ C1 ! N [ f1g; (u;y;a) 7! Ã(¼(u;y;a))
is in GapC, since GapC is closed under parsimonious reductions (see Lemma 4.12).
Since we already noted that the assertion of the lemma is true for the class GapC,
we obtain that that e Ã belongs to GapC and hence, that e ' 2 Gap¤
C. 2
185 Proofs of the main results
In this section we determine the complexity of the problems EulerC and ProjEulerC,
which were de¯ned in the introduction. To do so, we will also deal with the following
auxiliary problems:
ProjDegreeC (Projective degrees) Given homogeneous polynomials f0;:::;fn
in C[X0;:::;Xn] of the same degree and i 2 N, 0 · i < n, compute the ith
projective degree di of the rational map ': Pn 99K Pn de¯ned by them.
#ProjQASC (Counting points in projective quasialgebraic sets) Given a quasial-
gebraic set S µ Pn, count the number of points in S, returning 1 if this
number is not ¯nite.
#BiProjQASC (Counting points in biprojective quasialgebraic sets) Given a quasial-
gebraic set S µ Pn £Pn, count the number of points in S, returning 1 if this
number is not ¯nite.
Our main results show that ProjDegreeC is in #P¤
C and that EulerC and
ProjEulerC are Gap¤
C-complete with respect to Turing reductions. To prove them,
we will need the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 5.1 The problems #ProjQASC and #BiProjQASC are in #P C.
Proof. The projective space Pn can be partitioned as Pn =
Fn
i=0 Ei, where
Ei = fx 2 Pn j x0 = ::: = xi¡1 = 0; xi 6= 0g ' Cn¡i:
Let '(x0;:::;xn) be the system of homogeneous polynomials describing S µ Pn.
The above partition of Pn induces a partition of S as a disjoint union of the quasial-
gebraic subsets of Cn+1 de¯ned by the systems 'i := '(0;:::;0;1;xi+1;:::;xn) of
(non homogeneous) polynomials. It follows that the number of points of S is equal
to the number of points of the quasialgebraic subset of Cn+1 described by
Wn
i=0 'i.
This reduces #ProjQASC to #QASC and thus shows that #ProjQASC 2 #P C.
The proof for #BiProjQASC is similar. 2
5.1 Computing projective degrees
In this section we prove the following.
Proposition 5.2 The problem ProjDegreeC is in #P¤
C.
Let u 2 Cm be a vector parameterizing the homogeneous polynomials f0;:::;fn
and let ¡u = ¡u
U [ ¡u
§ µ Pn £ Pn be the graph associated to f0;:::;fn as described
in x3.1. Also, to a point a 2 Ci(n+1) (seen as a matrix with i rows and n + 1
columns), we associate the linear space Li
a de¯ned by ax = 0. Note that, for
19generic a, dimLi
a = n + 1 ¡ i, i.e., La 2 G(n ¡ i;n). So, we will write Li
a for an
element in G(n¡i;n) parameterized by a, even though for a thin subset of Ci(n+1),
one has Li
a 62 G(n ¡ i;n). Similarly for b 2 C(n¡i)(n+1) and Ln¡i
b .
The main stepping stone in the proof of Proposition 5.2 is the following result.
Proposition 5.3 For all i;n 2 N, 0 · i < n, there is a family of short enough
formulas fF
(i;n)
m (u;a;b)gm2N such that, for all u 2 Cm, we have:
8(a;b) 2 Cn(n+1) (F(i;n)
m (u;a;b) , (¡u
§ \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ) = ; ^ ¡u
U t (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b )):
We will prove Proposition 5.3 in the next subsection. We now use it to prove
Proposition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We construct a generic parsimonious reduction
(¼;R) from ProjDegreeC to #BiProjQASC. Let 0 · i < n, f0;:::;fn 2
C[X0;:::;Xn] be homogeneous given by a parameter u 2 Cm and let (Li
a;Ln¡i
b )
be given by a parameter (a;b) 2 Cn(n+1). Thus Li
a and Ln¡i
b are respectively de-
¯ned by
a1;0x0+¢¢¢ + a1;nxn = 0; b1;0y0+¢¢¢ + b1;nyn = 0;
¢¢¢ :::
ai;0x0+¢¢¢ + ai;nxn = 0; bn¡i;0y0+¢¢¢ + bn¡i;nyn = 0:
Also, ¡u
U can be described by the following equalities and inequalities
yifj(x0;:::;xn) ¡ yjfi(x0;:::;xn) = 0; 0 · i < j · n;
n _
i=0
fi(x0;:::;xn) 6= 0:
It follows that a description of the set ¡u
U \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ) can be computed in poly-
nomial time from i and f0;:::;fn by a constant-free machine. We de¯ne (¼;R) as
follows:
¼ maps (u;(a;b)) to the above description of the set ¡u
U \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ),
R µ C1 £ C1 is the relation de¯ned by
R(u;(a;b)) () (¡u
§ \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ) = ; ^ ¡u
U t (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b )).
Proposition 5.3 states that R is de¯nable by short enough formulas.
Part (i) of Proposition 3.4 shows that the number of solutions of ¼(u;(a;b)) is
the ith projective degree of (f0;:::;fn), provided R(u;(a;b)) holds. Part (ii) of
Proposition 3.4 says that 8u 2 Cm 8¤(a;b) 2 Cn(n+1) R(u;(a;b)). Therefore, (¼;R)
is a generic parsimonious reduction from ProjDegreeC to #BiProjQASC and
the statement follows from Lemma 5.1. 2
205.2 Expressing transversality in F 0
R
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 5.3. To do so, we will have to express
transversality with (short enough) ¯rst order formulas. Lemma 5.4 below paves the
way.
For an irreducible variety Z µ Pn £ Pn given as the zero set of bihomogeneous
polynomials f1;:::;fr, we will write b Z for the zero set of these polynomials in
Cn+1 £ Cn+1.
Let (p;q) 2 Z and e p; e q 2 Cn+1 be a±ne representatives of p;q, respectively.
From the homogeneity of the de¯ning equations it follows that the tangent space
of b Z at (e p; e q) does not depend on the particular e p; e q chosen, and we may therefore
write T(p;q) b Z.
Consider the canonical map ¼: b Znf0g ! Z. At a point (p;q) 2 Z, ¼ induces
a surjective map d(p;q)¼: T(p;q) b Z ! T(p;q)Z of the tangent spaces with kernel p £ q,
which allows us to identify the tangent space T(p;q)Z with T(p;q) b Z=(p£q) in a natural
way. Here p £ q is the product of p and q as one-dimensional subspaces of Cn+1.
For a projective linear subspace L µ Pn we will write b L for the corresponding
linear subspace of Cn+1.
Lemma 5.4 Let ¡U be the graph of a rational morphism ': Pn 99K Pn de¯ned
by polynomials f0;:::;fn. Let 0 · i < n, (Li;Ln¡i) 2 G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n), and
(p;q) 2 ¡U \ (Li £ Ln¡i). Then ¡U t(p;q) (Li £ Ln¡i) if and only if
T(p;q)b ¡U \ (b Li £ b Ln¡i) = p £ q:
Proof. Since the spaces ¡U and Li £ Ln¡i have complementary dimension in
Pn £ Pn, we have ¡U t(p;q) (Li £ Ln¡i) if and only if
T(p;q)¡U \ T(p;q)(Li £ Ln¡i) = 0:
This is equivalent to
T(p;q)b ¡U=(p £ q) \ (b Li £ b Ln¡i)=(p £ q) = 0;
which shows the assertion. 2
Proof of Proposition 5.3. We ¯rst exhibit a formula transv
(i;n)
m (u;a;b) such
that
¡u
U t (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b )) () transv(i;n)
m (u;a;b):
Denote by Cn+1
¤ the set Cn+1 nf0g. By Lemma 5.4, ¡u
U t (Li
a £Ln¡i
b ) if and only if
8p;q 2 Cn+1
¤
£¡
(p;q) 2 b ¡u
U \ (b Li
a £ b Ln¡i
b )
¢
)
¡
T(p;q)b ¡U \ (b Li
a £ b Ln¡i
b ) = p £ q
¢¤
^ dimLi
a = n ¡ i ^ dimLn¡i
b = i:
21The last two terms in the conjunction above can be readily expressed by a ¯rst
order formula stating the existence of a non-singular minor of the right dimension
in the matrices a 2 Ci(n+1) and b 2 C(n¡i)(n+1). For the ¯rst term, for u 2 Cm
and p;q 2 Cn+1
¤ , the membership (p;q) 2 b ¡u
U can be easily expressed by a formula
membU(p;q;u) (as in the proof of Proposition 5.2). Also, for (a;b) 2 Cn(n+1), the
formula
membL(p;q;a;b) :=
i ^
`=1
0
@
n X
j=0
a`;jpj = 0
1
A ^
n¡i ^
`=1
0
@
n X
j=0
b`;jqj = 0
1
A
expresses that (p;q) 2 b Li
a £ b Ln¡i
b . Therefore, memb\(p;q;u;a;b) := membU(p;q;u) ^
membL(p;q;a;b) expresses that (p;q) 2 b ¡u
U\(b Li
a£b Ln¡i
b ). So, to obtain transv
(i;n)
m (u;a;b)
it only remains to express
T(p;q)b ¡U \ (b Li
a £ b Ln¡i
b ) = p £ q:
And this is done with the formula
8r;s 2 Cn+1
¤
·
9¤¸ 2 C (r = ¸p ^ s = ¸q) ()
µ ^
0·i<j·n
d(p;q)(yifj(x) ¡ yjfi(x))(r;s) = 0 ^ membL(r;s;a;b)
¶¸
:
We next deal with the property ¡u
§\(Li
a£Ln¡i
b ) = ;. This property is equivalent
to ¡u \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ) µ ¡u
U, which means that
8p;q 2 Cn+1
¤
¡
(p;q) 2 ¡u
U \ (Li
a £ Ln¡i
b ) ) (p;q) 2 ¡u
U
¢
; (2)
since ¡u is the Zariski closure of ¡u
U. To express this condition we use the fact [32]
that ¡u is also the closure of ¡u
U with respect to the Euclidean topology. This
topology can be de¯ned by a metric in projective space as follows. De¯ne, for
p;q 2 Cn+1
¤ ,
dPn(p;q) = arccos(jhp;qij=(kpk ¢ kqk));
which is the angle between the vectors p and q. It is straightforward to check that
this is well de¯ned when considering p and q as elements in Pn, that the usual
properties of a metric are satis¯ed, and that the metric induced on the a±ne charts
is equivalent to the Euclidean metric.
We note that \dPn(p;q) < " for su±ciently small " > 0" is equivalent to
\jhp;qij=(kpk ¢ kqk) ¸ 1 ¡ ± for su±ciently small ±" and thus can be expressed
by a ¯rst order formula.
Condition (2) can now be expressed by the following formula
Ã(u;a;b) := 8p;q 2 Cn+1
¤ 8" > 0 9p0;q0 2 Cn+1
¤
£
membL(p;q;a;b)
^ membU(p0;q0;u) ^ dPn(p;p0) < " ^ dPn(q;q0) < "
) membU(p;q;u)
¤
:
22We ¯nally de¯ne
F(i;n)
m (u;a;b) := Ã(u;a;b) ^ transv(i;n)
m (u;a;b):
It is straightforward to show that the family fF
(i;n)
m (u;a;b)gm2N is short enough.
2
5.3 The complexity to compute the Euler characteristic
We now prove Theorem 1.2, i.e., we prove that EulerC and ProjEulerC are
Gap¤
C-complete for Turing reductions.
The next lemma proves the upper bounds in Theorem 1.2. To state it, we de¯ne
the following auxiliary problem:
PHSEulerC (Euler characteristic of projective hypersurfaces) Given a noncon-
stant complex homogeneous polynomial, compute the Euler characteristic of
its projective zero set.
Lemma 5.5 (i) PHSEulerC 2 Gap¤
C,
(ii) ProjEulerC 2 Gap¤
C,
(iii) EulerC 2 Gap¤
C.
Proof. (i) Let f 2 C[X0;:::;Xn] be an instance of PHSEulerC, that is, a
nonconstant homogeneous polynomial. Put d := degf and let Z ½ Pn denote the
projective zero set of f. Let d0;:::;dn¡1 be the projective degrees of the rational
map Pn 99K Pn de¯ned by the gradient (@0f;:::;@nf) of f. Theorem 3.10 states
that
Â(Z) =
n X
i=1
¡
(¡1)i¡1dn¡i + 1
¢
:
Now consider the function
': C1 £ f0;1g1 ! Z; (Z;i) 7!
½
(¡1)i¡1dn¡i + 1 if 0 · i < n
0 otherwise.
By Proposition 5.2, the problem ProjDegreeC belongs to #P¤
C. Using Lemma 4.12,
it follows that ' 2 Gap¤
C. Using now Lemma 4.13, we conclude that PHSEulerC
belongs to Gap¤
C.
(ii) Let f1;:::;fr 2 C[X0;:::;Xn] be an instance of ProjEulerC. For an
index set I µ [r] write ZI for the projective zero set of the product fI :=
Q
i2I fi.
Lemma 3.9 implies that Â(ZPn(f1;:::;fr)) = Â+(f1;:::;fr)¡Â¡(f1;:::;fr), where
Â+ :=
X
jIj odd
Â(ZI); Â¡ :=
X
jIj > 0 even
Â(ZI):
23By part (i), PHSEulerC belongs to Gap¤
C. Therefore, Lemma 4.13 implies that
both functions Â+ and Â¡ belong to Gap¤
C as well. This proves that ProjEulerC
belongs to Gap¤
C.
(iii) Let f1;:::;fr 2 C[X1;:::;Xn] be an instance of EulerC and d be an upper
bound on the degrees of these polynomials. De¯ne the homogeneous polynomials Fi
of degree d + 1 by Fi := Xd+1
0 fi(X1=X0;:::;Xn=X0) and put Z := ZPn(F1;:::;Fr)
and U := Z \ fX0 6= 0g. The set U is homeomorphic to the a±ne zero set
ZCn(f1;:::;fr). Moreover, by construction, we have Z ¡ U = ZPn(X0)) ' Pn¡1.
Proposition 3.8 implies that Â(U) = Â(Z)¡Â(Pn¡1) = Â(Z)¡n. The assertion (iii)
therefore follows from (ii). 2
The next lemma gives the lower bounds in Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 5.6 Both problems EulerC and ProjEulerC are #P C-hard for Turing
reductions.
Proof. In the proof of part (iii) of Lemma 5.5 we already established a Turing
reduction from EulerC to ProjEulerC. To prove the hardness, we establish a
Turing reduction from Degree to EulerC.
As usual, we parameterize an instance f1;:::;fr 2 C[X1;:::;Xn] of Degree by
its coe±cient vector u. Let Zu µ Cn denote the a±ne zero set of these polynomi-
als. Let a 2 Cn(n+1) parameterize in the usual way a sequence of a±ne subspaces
A0;A1;:::;An of Cn such that dimAi = i. Note that if Zu is nonempty of codimen-
sion k, then for generic a, we have Ai \ Zu = ; for i < k, Ak \ Zu 6= ;, Ak t Zu,
and Â(Ak \ Zu) = jAk \ Zuj = degZu. According to [8, Lemma 5.9], the condition
Zu = ; _
n _
k=0
^
i<k
¡
Ai \ Zu = ; ^ Ak \ Zu 6= ; ^ Ak t Zu
¢
can be expressed by a short enough ¯rst order formula Fm(u;a). Moreover, for
¯xed u, we have 8¤a Fm(u;a).
We de¯ne now ±(u;a) to be the ¯rst nonzero element of the sequence
(Â(Zu \ A0);:::;Â(Zu \ An));
if this is not the zero sequence; otherwise we put ±(u;a) := 0. Note that ±(u;a) can
be computed by a polynomial time machine making oracle calls to EulerC. By the
previous reasonings we have that, for all u;a,
Fm(u;a) holds ) ±(u;a) = degZu.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.10 we can prove that the following algorithm computes
the degree of Zu.
24input u 2 Cm
compute a partial witness sequence ®m = (®
(1)
m ;:::;®
(4m+1)
m ) for Fm(u;a)
for i = 1 to 4m + 1 do
compute Ni := ±(u;®
(i)
m ) by making oracle calls to EulerC
compute the majority N of the numbers N1;:::;N4m+1
return N
Clearly, the algorithm can be implemented as a polynomial time Turing machine
over C making oracle calls to EulerC. 2
Altogether, we have ¯nished the proof of Theorem 1.2. 2
6 Completeness results in the Turing model
It is common to restrict the input polynomials in the problems considered so far to
polynomials with integer coe±cients. The resulting problems can be encoded in a
¯nite alphabet and studied in the classical Turing setting. In general, if L denotes
a problem de¯ned over C, we denote its restriction to integer inputs by LZ. This
way, the discrete problems #HNZ
C, EulerZ
C, etc. are well de¯ned.
We present here completeness results for some of these problems in the Turing
model. Also, we prove structural results of \transfer type" relating #P C with the
corresponding counting complexity classes de¯ned over algebraically closed ¯elds of
characteristic zero, as well as with its restrictions to binary inputs.
6.1 Boolean part of counting complexity classes
Determining Boolean parts amounts to characterize, in terms of classical complexity
classes, the power of resource bounded machines over R or C when their inputs are
restricted to be binary [6, 9, 10, 11, 21, 24]. The formal de¯nition is the following.
De¯nition 6.1 Let C be a complexity class over C.
(i) If C is a class of counting functions C1 ! N [ f1g, then the class of functions
f0;1g1 ! N obtained by restricting functions in C to f0;1g1 is called the
Boolean part BP(C) of C.
(ii) If C is a class of functions C1 ! C1, then its Boolean part BP(C) is de¯ned as
the class of functions f0;1g1 ! f0;1g1, which can be obtained from functions
in the class C by restricting inputs to f0;1g1.
(iii) We denote by C0 the subclass of C obtained by requiring all the considered
machines over C to be constant-free.
(iv) The constant-free Boolean part of C is de¯ned as BP0(C) := BP(C0).
25In [8], the class of geometric counting complex problems GCC was de¯ned as the
constant-free Boolean part of #P C. This is a class of Boolean counting problems,
closed under parsimonious reductions, which can be located in a small region in the
general landscape of Boolean complexity classes, namely,
#P µ GCC µ FPSPACE:
We next show that GCC may be alternatively de¯ned as the Boolean part of #P C.
That is, the restriction to constant-free machines is not necessary. (This was already
claimed in [8, Remark 8.5].)
Proposition 6.2 (i) BP(#P C) = GCC.
(ii) BP(P
#P C
C ) = PGCC and BP(FP
#P C
C ) = FPGCC.
In the proof, the following notation will be useful. The polynomial ring R :=
Z[a1;:::;ak] in the indeterminates a1;:::;ak will serve as a coe±cient ring. For a
polynomial f 2 R[X1;:::;Xn] and ® 2 Ck, we will write f® 2 Z[X1;:::;Xn] for the
polynomial obtained from f by specializing the vector of indeterminates (a1;:::;ak)
to ®.
Lemma 6.3 Let f1;:::;fr be polynomials in Z[a1;:::;ak;X1;:::;Xn] of total de-
gree at most d and having coe±cients of bit size at most `. We suppose that the
zero set of f1;:::;fr over the algebraic closure K of the ¯eld of fractions of the
ring R := Z[a1;:::;ak] is ¯nite. Then there is a polynomial h 2 Z[a1;:::;ak] with
degree and bit size bounded by (r`dn)O(1) satisfying the following property: For all
® 2 Ck such that h(®) 6= 0, the system f®
1 = 0;:::;f®
r = 0 has the same number of
solutions as the system f1 = 0;:::;fr = 0.
For proving this lemma, we require the following auxiliary result, which follows
from [17, x3.4.7].
Lemma 6.4 We assume the situation of Lemma 6.4. Then there exist integers
°1;:::;°n and an irreducible univariate polynomial g 2 R[Y ] such that
ZKn(f1;:::;fr) ! ZK(g); (x1;:::;xn) 7! °1x1 + ¢¢¢ + °nxn
is a bijective map, whose inverse is given by y 7! µ¡1(r1(y);:::;rn(y)) for some
µ 2 R n 0 and r1;:::;rn 2 R[Y ]. The total degree and the bit size of the ri,
g, and µ can be bounded by (r`dn)O(1). (The bit size of °i can be bounded by
O(nlogd + logr).)
Proof of Lemma 6.3. By assumption, the system f1 = 0;:::;fr = 0 has
exactly N := degg solutions over K. We de¯ne h 2 Z[a1;:::;ak] as the product
of µ and the discriminant of g with respect to Y . Then the degree and the bit size
26of h are bounded by (r`dn)O(1). Let ® 2 Ck such that h(®) 6= 0. We need to show
that the system f®
1 = 0;:::;f®
r = 0 has exactly N complex solutions.
Let g®, r®
i (y), and µ(®) denote the polynomials obtained from g, ri, and µ, by
specializing aj to ®j, respectively. Note that the polynomial g® has N distinct
complex solutions since the discriminant of g® does not vanish by assumption.
The following polynomials in R[Y ]
Fi := µdfi(µ¡1r1(Y );:::;µ¡1rn(Y )); G := °1r1(Y ) + ¢¢¢ + °nrn(Y ) ¡ µY:
vanish on each of the roots of g in K. Therefore, the irreducible polynomial g divides
the Fi and G in R[Y ]. It follows that (µ(®)¡1r®
1(y);:::;µ(®)¡1r®
n(y)) is a solution
of the system f®
1 = 0;:::;f®
r = 0, for each complex root y of g®. Moreover, these
solutions are distinct, since °1r®
1(y)+¢¢¢+°nr®
n(y) = µ(®)y for each complex root y
of g®.
In order to see that there cannot be more solutions, put e g := g(°1x1+¢¢¢+°nxn)
and note that ZKn(f1;:::;fr) µ ZKn(e g). Hence e g is in the radical of the ideal
(f1;:::;fr) and there is a representation
½e ge = u1f1 + ¢¢¢ + urfr
with some positive integer e, polynomials ui over R, and nonzero ½ 2 R. Since e g is
primitive, we may assume without loss of generality that ½ = 1. Specializing aj to
®j, we conclude that each solution x 2 Cn of f®
1 = 0;:::;f®
r = 0 satis¯es e g(x) = 0,
which was to be shown. 2
We also need the following lemma from [22].
Lemma 6.5 For positive integers k;`;d compute
®1 := 2`; ®j := 1 + ®1(d + 1)j¡1®d
j¡1 for 2 · j · k
from 1 by a straight-line program with O(klogd+log`) arithmetic operations. Then
h(®1;:::;®k) 6= 0 for any integer polynomial h in k variables of degree at most d
and coe±cients of absolute value less than 2`.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. (i) Let ': f0;1g1 ! N [ f1g be in BP(#P C).
Then there is a polynomial p and a polynomial time machine M over C such that,
for all x 2 f0;1gn, '(x) = jfy 2 Cp(n) j M accepts (x;y)gj. Without loss of gen-
erality [3, x7], we may assume that the machine constants a1;:::;ak 2 C are alge-
braically independent over Q and that M does not perform divisions.
For x 2 f0;1gn let gx 2 Z[a1;:::;ak] be the product of the (non-zero) test
polynomials occurring along the computation path on input x. Moreover, de¯ne gn
to be the product of the gx over all x 2 f0;1gn. It is easy to see that both the
degree and the bit size of the coe±cients of gn are bounded by 2nO(1)
.
27The following constant-free machine computes ': On input x 2 f0;1gn compute
a test vector ® := (®1;:::;®k) 2 Zn satisfying gn(®) 6= 0. This can be done
by a machine over C in time polynomial in n by Lemma 6.5. Then simulate the
computation of M by replacing the constants ai by ®i. Note that the resulting
machine has the same branching behavior as M.
(ii) It is su±cient to show that BP(P
#P C
C ) µ PGCC. Namely, the reverse inclu-
sion is straightforward and the assertion about functional classes then follows by
applying BP(P
#P C
C ) = PGCC to the components of any function in BP(FP
#P C
C ).
Claim 1. BP(P
#P C
C ) µ BP0(P
#P C
C ).
In order to prove this, let S µ f0;1g1 be a set in BP(P
#P C
C ). Then, there
exists a machine M deciding S in polynomial time with oracle #HNC. Again,
we may assume that the machine constants a1;:::;ak 2 C of M are algebraically
independent over Q and that M does not perform divisions.
Fix c > 0 and let ®1;:::;®k be the integers of Lemma 6.5 for ` = d = 2nc
.
We denote by M0 the constant-free machine over C, which ¯rst computes the ®i in
polynomial time and then simulates M with the constants ai replaced by ®i. From
Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.5 we can deduce that the machine M0 will still decide
S on all inputs x 2 f0;1g1, provided c > 0 is su±ciently large. This shows that
S 2 BP0(P
#P C
C ) and shows Claim 1.
Claim 2. BP0(P
#P C
C ) µ PGCC.
In order to prove this, let M be a constant-free machine over C deciding S µ
f0;1g1 in polynomial time with oracle #HNC. As before, we may assume that M
does not perform divisions.
At any moment of the computation of M with input x 2 f0;1gn, the value z of
any intermediately computed quantity can be described by a division-free straight-
line program ³ with n input variables, and length polynomial in n, in the sense that
z = ³(x).
To such a ³ we can associate in polynomial time a system of equations '³(x;y)
in x and new variables y1;:::;ym such that, for all x¤ 2 f0;1gn, '³(x;y) has a
unique solution (x¤;y¤) and y¤
m = ³(x¤). Therefore, for all x 2 f0;1gn, the system
f'³(x;y);ym = 0g has either one solution or none at all and
³(x) = 0 () jfy 2 Cm j '³(x;y);ym = 0gj = 1:
We use this construction in the following Turing machine deciding S.
28input x 2 f0;1g1
simulate the computation of M instead of actually performing arithmetic
(by keeping straight-line program representations of intermediate results)
when reaching a test node
if the tested value is z query #HNZ
C with input
f'³(x;y);ym = 0g
when reaching a query node
if the input to the query is a system of equations f1 = 0;:::;fr = 0
whose coe±cients are z1;:::;zs
query #HNZ
C with input ff
y
1 = 0;:::;f
y
r = 0;'³1(x;y(1));:::;'³r(x;y(s))g
(where f
y
½ is obtained from f½ by replacing zj by y
(j)
mj, j = 1;:::;s)
This machine runs in polynomial time and queries #HNZ
C 2 GCC. This shows
BP(P
#P C
C ) µ PGCC. 2
6.2 Completeness of Euler characteristic in the Turing model
Recall that the problems ProjDegreeZ, EulerZ
C, and ProjEulerZ
C are de¯ned
by restricting the input polynomials in the corresponding problems over C to have
integer coe±cients.
Theorem 6.6 The problem ProjDegreeZ is in FPGCC and the problems EulerZ
C
and ProjEulerZ
C are FPGCC-complete with respect to Turing reductions.
Proof. The upper bounds follow directly from Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.5
by using Proposition 6.2.
For the hardness, note that the Turing reduction from EulerC to ProjEulerC
described in Lemma 5.5(iii) yields a classical Turing reduction from EulerZ
C to
ProjEulerZ
C.
In the following, we argue that after some little modi¯cation, the Turing re-
duction from Degree to EulerC given in Lemma 5.6 yields a classical Turing
reduction from DegreeZ to EulerZ
C. Together with the completeness of DegreeZ
in FPGCC [8, Theorem 8.7(i)], the assertion will then follow.
Since we are now considering integer polynomials f1;:::;fr, we can bound the
description size of the formula Fm(u;a) by taking into account a bound on the bit-
size of the components of the given fi. Therefore, the coe±cient vector u does not
need to be considered as a parameter any more and we may take m = 0. The
partial witness sequence for the formula Fm(u;a) then consists of a single vector
® 2 Zn(n+1). Recall that a 2 Cn(n+1) parameterizes a sequence of a±ne subspaces
A0;A1;:::;An of Cn such that dimAi = i.
The straight-line computation for ® cannot be executed in the bit model be-
cause of the exponential coe±cient growth. However, we can easily remedy this by
29describing the construction of the partial witness sequence by existentially quanti-
fying over additional variables along the recursive description in Lemma 6.5. More
speci¯cally, we can compute in polynomial time a system of polynomial equations
S(a;y) in a 2 Cn(n+1) and new variables y1;:::;yq such that S(a;y) is solvable if
and only if a = ®. In the latter case, y is uniquely determined. Note that
f(x;a;y) 2 Cn £ Cn(n+1) £ Cq j (x 2 Zu \ Ai) ^ S(a;y)g ! Zu \ Ai; (x;a;y) 7! x
is a homeomorphism for each i.
The following algorithm provides a classical Turing reduction from DegreeZ to
EulerZ
C. Given integer polynomials f1;:::;fr, for 0 · i · n, query EulerZ
R for the
systems of equations in x;a;y expressing that (x 2 Zu\Ai)^S(a;y) and return the
¯rst nonzero element of the sequence (Â(Zu\A0);:::;Â(Zu\An)); if this is not the
zero sequence; otherwise return 0. 2
We remark that instead of using Proposition 6.2, one could give more direct
proofs of the membership in Theorem 6.6 by directly inspecting the corresponding
membership proofs for the problems over C.
6.3 A transfer result for counting classes
Although emphasis was put on the cases R = R and R = C, the complexity theory
developed in [4] was over an arbitrary ring R. An immediate question arising from
this framework was whether, for instance, the problems PK
? = NPK and PC
? =
NP C have the same answer when K is an algebraically closed ¯eld of characteristic
zero. In [2] (see also [3, x7]) it was shown that this is actually the case. The next
proposition extends this transfer result to the setting of counting classes (the classes
therein being de¯ned in the obvious way). The proof is a simple extension of the
one in [2] so we only sketch it.
Proposition 6.7 Let K µ L be an extension of algebraically closed ¯elds of char-
acteristic zero. Then #PK µ FPK if and only if #PL µ FPL.
Proof. We denote by #HNK and #HNL the versions of the algebraic point
counting problem over K and L, respectively. The proof of [8, Theorem 3.4] carries
over to show that these problems are complete in #PK and #PL, respectively.
()) If #PK µ FPK then #HNK 2 FPK. Let M be a machine over K solving
#HNK in polynomial time. We claim that M, considered as a machine over L,
solves #HNL (also in polynomial time). The proof of this claim follows exactly the
same lines as the proof of the main result in [3, x7.8] which we now brie°y recall.
For given n;r ¸ 1 and d = (d1;:::;dr) 2 Nr, let N :=
Pr
i=1
¡n+di
n
¢
and param-
eterize a system of polynomials fu
1 ;:::;fu
r 2 ­[X1;:::;Xn] with degfi = di over a
¯eld ­ by the vector u 2 ­N of the coe±cients of the fi. For all k ¸ 0, there exists
a ¯rst order formula 'k
(n;r;d)(U) in the language of ¯elds with constants for 0 and 1
30and with N free variables U1;:::;UN and such that, for all for all ¯elds ­ and all
u 2 ­N,
'k
(n;r;d)(u) expresses that the system fu
1 = 0;:::;fu
r = 0 has at least k
di®erent solutions in ­n.
Also, for all k ¸ 0, there exists a formula ¹k
(n;r;d)(U), with N free variables and
possibly with constants from K, such that
¹k
(n;r;d)(u) expresses that the machine M with input u returns k.
Since M solves #HNK, for every k ¸ 0 the ¯eld K satis¯es the sentence
8u1 :::8uN [('k
(n;r;d)(u) ^ :'k+1
(n;r;d)(u)) () ¹k
(n;r;d)(u)]:
By the model completeness of the theory of algebraically closed ¯elds [27] it follows
that L also satis¯es these sentences. But this implies that, for all k ¸ 0 and all
systems f1;:::;fr 2 L[X1;:::;Xn], the system has k solutions if and only if M
returns k with input the coe±cient vector u of f. Since the only other possible
output of M is 1 we deduce that M returns 1 if and only if the system has in¯nitely
many solutions. This proves the claim and, with it, it shows that #HNL 2 FPL and
therefore #PL µ FPL.
(() Proposition 9 in [3, x7] states that if a machine M computes a function
': L1 ! f0;1g then there exists a machine M0 over K computing the restriction
'jK whose running time is bounded by a polynomial in the running time of M. By
coding N [ f1g as f0;1g1 and taking components, it follows that the same result
holds for functions ': L1 ! N [ f1g.
Assume that #PL µ FPL. Then #HNL 2 FPL and, by the previous remark, the
restriction of #HNL to K can be solved in FPK. It thus only remains to be seen
that this restriction is precisely #HNK. But this follows similarly as before from
the model completeness of the theory of algebraically closed ¯elds. 2
Appendix
The goal is to give a proof of Proposition 3.4. We start with a de¯nition of the con-
cepts of regular points and regular values, tailored to our situation of not necessarily
smooth varieties.
De¯nition A.1 Let ': X ! Y be a surjective morphism of irreducible complex
projective varieties of the same dimension. We call a point p 2 X a regular point of
' if p is a smooth point of X and dp': TpX ! T'(p)Y is an isomorphism (and hence
'(p) is smooth in Y ). We call a point q 2 Y a regular value of ' if all p 2 '¡1(q)
are regular points of '.
31Lemma A.2 Let ': X ! Y be a surjective morphism of irreducible complex pro-
jective varieties of the same dimension. Then all ¯bres of regular values of ' have
the same ¯nite cardinality.
Proof. In [32, Cor.4.16] it is proved that any nonempty Zariski open subset of
an irreducible complex projective variety is connected in the Euclidean topology.
Sard's lemma [32, 3.7] implies that the set R of regular values of ' is a nonempty
Zariski open subset of Y . Therefore, R is connected. It is thus su±cient to prove
that the function R ! N;y 7! j'¡1(y)j is well de¯ned and locally constant.
We argue now as in [31, Chapter 1]. Let y 2 R. The inverse function the-
orem implies that '¡1(y) is discrete. Since it is also compact, it must be ¯nite.
Let '¡1(y) = fx1;:::;xkg. By the inverse function theorem there exists an open
neighbourhood ­ µ Y of y and pairwise disjoint open neighbourhoods V1;:::;Vk of
x1;:::;xk, respectively, such that '¡1(­) = V1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Vk and 'jVj : Vj ! ­ is an
isomorphism for all i. The set U := ­n'(Xn'¡1(­)) clearly contains y. Moreover,
for all y0 2 U, we have j'¡1(y0)j = k. Thus, it remains to show that U is open.
The set Xn'¡1(­) is closed, and since X is compact, it is also compact. Hence
'(Xn'¡1(­)) is compact as well, thus closed and U is open. 2
Recall that the Grassmannian G(k;n) is an irreducible smooth projective variety
of dimension dimG(k;n) = (k + 1)(n ¡ k), cf. [18].
Lemma A.3 Let ¡ µ Pn £ Pn be an irreducible projective variety of dimension n
and 0 · i · n. De¯ne the closed subvariety
© := f(p;q;Li;Ln¡i) j (p;q) 2 ¡ \ (Li £ Ln¡i)g µ ¡ £ G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n)
and let ¼2: © ! G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n) be the projection on the second factor.
(i) The incidence relation © is an irreducible projective variety of dimension dim© =
dim(G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n)) = 2i(n ¡ i) + n.
(ii) Let (p;q) be a smooth point of ¡ and (Li;Ln¡i) 2 G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n). Then
¡ t(p;q) (Li £Ln¡i) holds if and only if (p;q;Li;Ln¡i) is a regular point of the
projection ¼2.
Proof. (i) Consider the projection ¼1: © ! ¡ onto the ¯rst factor. For any
(p;q) 2 ¡, we have the following isomorphism of varieties
¼¡1
1 (p;q) ' fLi 2 G(n ¡ i;n) j p 2 Lig £ fLn¡i 2 G(i;n) j q 2 Ln¡ig
' G(n ¡ i ¡ 1;n ¡ 1) £ G(i ¡ 1;n ¡ 1):
This is an irreducible variety of dimension dim¼¡1
1 (p;q) = 2i(n¡i) (we use the con-
vention G(¡1;m) := ;). Using [18, Theorem 11.14], it follows that © is irreducible
and
dim© = dim¡ + dim¼¡1(p;q) = n + 2i(n ¡ i) = dim(G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n)):
32(ii) We may assume without loss of generality that p = q = (1: 0: ¢¢¢ : 0),
Li = ZPn(Xn¡i+1;:::;Xn), and Ln¡i = ZPn(Yi+1;:::;Yn). Moreover, since the
assertion is local, we may work with the a±ne neighborhoods fX0 6= 0g ' Cn and
fY0 6= 0g ' Cn of p and q in Pn, respectively. Let e ¡ µ Cn £ Cn be the subvariety
thus corresponding to ¡.
For a matrix a 2 Ci£(n+1¡i) let Li
a µ Cn be the zero set of the a±ne polynomials
g1 := a1;0 + a1;1X1 + ¢¢¢ + a1;n¡iXn¡i ¡ Xn¡i+1;
. . .
gi := ai;0 + ai;1X1 + ¢¢¢ + ai;n¡iXn¡i ¡ Xn:
(Note that this notation Li
a slightly di®ers from the one used in x5.) It is well known
that [18, Lecture 6]
Ci£(n+1¡i) ! G(n ¡ i;n); a 7! Li
a
gives local isomorphisms of su±ciently small neighborhoods of 0 to neighborhoods
of Li = Li
0 in G(n ¡ i;n). An analogous statement holds for
C(n¡i)£(i+1) ! G(i;n); b 7! Ln¡i
b ;
where the a±ne space Ln¡i
b is de¯ned as the zero set of the a±ne polynomials
gi+1 := b1;0 + b1;1Y1 + ¢¢¢ + b1;iYi ¡ Yi+1;
. . .
gn := bn¡i;0 + bn¡i;1Y1 + ¢¢¢ + bn¡i;iYi ¡ Yn:
This induces the following local isomorphism ' around the origin:
': Cn £ Cn £ Ci£(n+1¡i) £ C(n¡i)£(i+1) ! Pn £ Pn £ G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n);
(x;y;a;b) 7! ((1: x1: ¢¢¢ : xn);(1: y1: ¢¢¢ : yn);Ln¡i
a ;Li
b):
Assume now that (p;q) is a smooth point of ¡. Let f1;:::;fn be polynomials in
X1;:::;Xn;Y1;:::;Yn having the zero set e ¡ µ Cn £ Cn locally around (0;0) such
that the di®erentials df1;:::;dfn at (0;0) are linearly independent (this is possible,
see [32]). Let e © denote the zero set of f1;:::;fn;g1;:::;gn in Cn£Cn£Ci£(n+1¡i)£
C(n¡i)£(i+1). Then the map ' gives a local isomorphism of e © to © around the origin.
The di®erentials of the gi at the origin satisfy
d0g1 = d0a1;0 ¡ d0Xn¡i+1;:::;d0gi = d0ai;0 ¡ d0Xn;
d0gi+1 = d0b1;0 ¡ d0Yi+1;:::;d0gn = d0bn¡i;0 ¡ d0Yn:
Clearly, these di®erentials are linearly independent of d0f1;:::;d0fn. Therefore, the
tangent space of e © at 0 is given by the zero set of d0f1;:::;d0fn;d0g1;:::;d0gn. In
particular, we get dimT0e © = dim e © and hence 0 is a smooth point of e ©.
33Let e ¼2: e © ! Ci£(n+1¡i) £ C(n¡i)£(i+1) denote the projection onto the second
factor. Then the above description of the di®erentials shows that the kernel of
d0e ¼2: T0e © ! Ci£(n+1¡i) £ C(n¡i)£(i+1); (»;´;®;¯) 7! (®;¯)
is isomorphic to T(0;0)e ¡ \ (Li
0 £ Ln¡i
0 ). Hence 0 is a regular point of e ¼2 if and only
if e ¡ and Li
0 £ Ln¡i
0 intersect transversally at 0, which was to be shown. 2
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let ¡ µ Pn £ Pn be the closure of the graph of a
rational map ': Pn 99K Pn. Fix 0 · i < n and consider the incidence relation
© := f(p;q;Li;Ln¡i) j (p;q) 2 ¡ \ (Li £ Ln¡i)g µ ¡ £ G(n ¡ i;n) £ G(i;n)
introduced in Lemma A.3. Then the projection ¼2: © ! G(n¡i;n)£G(i;n) satis¯es
all the assumptions of Lemma A.2. Hence there is an integer di such that all ¯bres
of ¼2 at regular values (Li;Ln¡i) have cardinality di.
(i) If ¡U t (Li £Ln¡i) and ¡§ \(Li £Ln¡i) = ;, then all (p;q) 2 ¼¡1
2 (Li;Ln¡i)
are in ¡U and thus smooth points of ¡. Hence (p;q;Li;Ln¡i) is a regular value of ¼2
by Lemma A.3. Therefore,
di = j¼¡1
2 (Li;Ln¡i)j = j¡U \ (Li £ Ln¡i)j
which shows claim (i).
For part (ii), note ¯rst that the property ¡§ \ (Li £ Ln¡i) = ; holds for generic
(Li;Ln¡i) since dim¡§ < n. Moreover, if ¡§ \ (Li £ Ln¡i) = ; holds, then
Lemma A.3 implies that ¡U t (Li £ Ln¡i) if and only if (Li;Ln¡i) is a regular
value of ¼2. Hence the claim (ii) follows from Sard's lemma [32, 3.7]. 2
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Joachim von zur Gathen for pointing
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